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ABSTRACT
This article argues that the decision to award Qatar the World Cup in 2022 will have a lasting impact on the Gulf state. I suggest that hosting the 2022 World Cup is a central part of Qatar’s strategy to announce itself as a legitimate actor on the world stage, one unique amongst other Muslim and Arab nations. I contend that the World Cup is a vital part of this process because it allows Qatar a space that permits the emirate to address specific issues within its society in a manner which coexists with, rather than surrendering to, external values and norms. The article concludes by arguing that if Qatar 2022 is to justify FIFA’s decision to cross one of the last civilizational bridges left in global sport, it will have to demonstrate that the image and reform it presents to the rest of the world are genuine and lasting.

Introduction
In their paper, ‘Power and resistance in the governance of world football’, John Sugden and Alan Tomlinson discuss the extent to which FIFA can be viewed as a transnational entity that can be used as a hegemonic counterbalance by developing nations with a history of colonialism. Sugden and Tomlinson correctly caution against such an interpretation of soccer’s world governing body when they argue that soccer is in its essence a distinctly European game and that ‘by playing international football, countries … are confirming a social and political map imposed by the First World.’ This article attempts to expand upon the ideas suggested by Sugden and Tomlinson by examining the historical significance for Qatar of hosting the World Cup. The determination of FIFA to traverse one of the last civilizational bridges left in global sport, the hosting of a World Cup, in an Arab and Muslim country suggests that these colonial boundaries are not the sacred spaces they once were. FIFA’s decision indicates a growing challenge to the sanctity of the Old World boundaries and a historic opportunity for the Gulf state to declare an identity for itself bereft of longstanding Orientalist stereotype that will alter the global perception of the greater Arab World.

Literature review
This article supplements the existing literature on sport in Qatar by revisiting Mahfoud Amara’s works on the complicated relationship between sport and identity within the Arab world in the context of the current Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) crisis whereby longstanding tensions have erupted into a complete cessation of relations between the emirate and regional rivals Saudi Arabia,
UAE and Bahrain. The article argues that Qatar’s desire to host the 2022 World Cup is closely linked to the wish to assert a new identity that challenges Orientalist stereotype surrounding the emirate while also identifying Qatar as intrinsically different from its regional partners. Much of the current academic research on the 2022 World Cup, across a multitude of disciplines, has focussed on two primary areas. The first of which is a study of the Gulf state’s successful bid as a demonstration of Qatar’s use of soft power to announce itself on the world stage as a legitimate nation state. The second examines the negative consequences of the emirate’s victory in the bidding contest in 2010. While these critics have been adept in highlighting the many pitfalls Qatar has encountered after being named as host, this article focuses more so on how the Gulf state has since attempted to address these concerns mooted by the international media. Other research relevant to this project examines how Sports Mega-Events (SMEs) are won and the opportunities and potential pitfalls such events purport to offer to their hosts thereafter. While the latter articles provide key insight into the efficacy of soft power in attempting to win the rights to host an SME, and the socio-economic consequences for the host once it has finished, Qatar and its World Cup are only ever tangentially, if at all, the focus of each. In recent years, there has been a significant increase in the number of comprehensive book-length studies on the emirate by Fromherz, Gray, Kamrava, Ulrichsen and Roberts. Each presents a fascinating study of Qatar, discussing to varying degrees the cultural nuances of Qatari society, including its ability to exert levels of what Joseph Nye defined as hard and soft power, and the nation’s desire to brand itself to a global audience. However, due to Qatar’s rapidly developing society, particularly in relation to the treatment of migrant workers, the participation of women in sport, and the escalation of tensions between Qatar and its GCC counterparts, the circumstances they describe to underpin many of the valid arguments they raise have changed. This article intends to address this lacuna by examining the potential for historical change within Qatari society prompted by the 2022 tournament.

**A new image of Qatar**

For generations, Qatar was a nation overshadowed by its oil-rich neighbours; however, technical advancements in the extraction of liquefied natural gas throughout the latter stages of the twentieth century have transformed Qatar into the region’s (and the world’s) wealthiest state. This change in status is reflected in a multitude of ways, but none more so eye-catching than the manner in which the emirate has begun to compete for the right to host some world’s largest SMEs. Maurice Roche defines SMEs as ‘large-scale, cultural (including commercial and sporting) events, which have a dramatic character, mass popular appeal and international significance’. It is generally agreed that only two sporting events fit this description: the Olympic Games and FIFA’s World Cup. This approach bore meaningful fruit for Qatar for the first time on the 2 December 2010 when FIFA’s Sepp Blatter announced Qatar as the host of the 2022 World Cup. As a young country with little World Cup tradition and massively lacking the infrastructure and amenities to handle a tournament of such magnitude at the time, what drove Qatar to compete to host these games?

One answer as to why an emerging nation would want to take up the challenge of hosting an SME is suggested by Scarlett Cornelissen. Rather than a celebration of sporting skill and endeavour, Cornelissen emphasizes that SMEs provide political influence often used by governmental bodies ‘to foster loyalty or legitimacy, to project certain messages to the outside world, or to attain other wider policy objectives’. She goes on to highlight how the hosting of an SME can alter the perception of a developing country by questioning the validity of the stereotypes associated with the people who live there, “the archetypal other” against which the Western world juxtaposes and favourably evaluates itself. While Cornelissen’s analysis focuses on the motivations underpinning the South African and Moroccan bids for the respective 2006 and 2010 World Cups, a close examination of Qatar’s bid to host the tournament demonstrates a desire to achieve many of the same goals as their African counterparts.
Dispelling the image of the Arab ‘Other’

Foremost amongst these aims is the intention to challenge the colonial grand narratives long propagated in the Cultural West that continue to perpetuate the stereotype of the Arab as the ‘Other’, an uncivilized, non-Christian, exotic and inferior entity whose social order exists in diametric opposition to the values and ideas of the West. The premise that such colonial grand narratives continue to exist into the twenty-first century might seem outlandish. However, one recent work on the representation of the 2022 World Cup highlights the predilection of both the Guardian and the Telegraph newspapers to recycle this ‘us-and-them’ model, describing Qatar and its people using a wide and varied idiom that would not be out of place in a Victorian Boys’ Adventure novel. This practice has become more commonplace since it was announced that the World Cup was headed to the Middle East. Over the last decade or so, the Gulf state has been persistently reported as little more than a dusty outlier on the edge of the civilized world, one whose inhabitants, riven by double-dealing and corruption, clearly ‘oppose the clarity, directness, and nobility of the Anglo-Saxon race’. Qatar’s desert autocracy it would appear exists in sharp contrast to the liberal democracies of Western Europe, North America and similar societies within their sphere of influence. By their repeated use in the respected broadsheet press, these terms transform into apolitical representations of reality or ‘grammars of exchange’ as described by the postcolonial theorist Edward Said. As a result, positive reports of Qatar or its World Cup over the last eight years or so, particularly in the British broadsheet press, are rare commodities.

Qatar and the use of sport

At the forefront of the country’s aims in hosting the World Cup, from the onset of its bid, is the desire to present a positive image of Qatar and the Middle East by defying those stereotypes. However, disputing a common misconception is not the limit of Qatari ambition. I look to build upon the work of Lincoln Allison and Terry Monnington who state that an SME allows a host nation the occasion ‘to sell themselves and enhance their image abroad’. I argue that Qatar seeks to use the tournament as a platform to announce itself as a legitimate actor on the world stage, and as a society that demonstrates universal values and norms, despite what are perceived as geographic and cultural differences by western nations. The basis of this claim lies in Mahfoud Amara’s key argument in ‘The Muslim World in the Global Sporting Arena’ when he asserts that

… utilization of modern sport can be explained as a way for Gulf countries to build a new identity as an emerging model of a modern monarchy-state that has succeeded in finding the right balance between modern efficiency, symbolized in the efficient management of mega-sport projects, and the authenticity of Arab culture.

For Amara, sport is a particularly powerful tool for ex-colonial nations’ intent on crafting a new national identity. Sport has long been used as a mechanism to exert imperial dominance over the colonial subject. Any form of success in that discipline enables the formerly colonized nation to successfully challenge the Orientalist version of themselves accepted as fact by large segments of the Cultural West.

It would appear that Qatar has heeded the words of academics such as Amara. From the late 1990s, up until the present day, sport has been an integral part of the strategy used to normalize Qatar’s status in the global community. Over the past 20 years, international golf, tennis, cycling, motorsports and athletics events have all become mainstays of the Qatar sporting calendar, bringing the world’s attention to the emirate’s ability to successfully host sporting events. Although most are of a second or third-tier nature in their respective codes, comparatively large sums of prize money combined with a strategic scheduling during the worst of the Northern Hemisphere’s winter months annually attract world-class athletes of both genders. Larger one-off events, such as the Asian Games in 2006, the World Handball Championships
in 2015 and the World Cycling Championships in 2016, have also taken place in Doha, but all pale next to a soccer World Cup in terms of size and global significance. More than any other moment it has experienced in its young history, the World Cup provides Qatar with the occasion, the likelihood of which it may never have again, to demonstrate to the international community that despite some cultural differences, it shares the same views as any other nation on fair play, honesty and integrity so vital to every sport. Key to this process is that for the one million or so football fans anticipated for the tournament, their experience of the emirate will not be one of a society ‘mired in religion, primitivity, and backwardness’ but of ‘a modern, progressive nation with a rich Islamic culture and heritage’.17 To revert to Amara once more, ‘sport can provide an avenue for the Muslim world and the West to negotiate their different identities beyond the usual national and culturally-fixed borders’.18

Hosting a tournament of such magnitude not only allows the emirate to challenge the stereotype but also demonstrates what Brannagan and Giulianotti describe as ‘Qatar’s professionalism and responsibility, as both an Eastern nation, and also as micro-state that is able to deliver on its goals’.19 While critics such as Katrin Bromber and Birgit Krawietz do have reservations about the ability of these events to actually reflect the true culture of the host nation, they acknowledge that Qatar’s persistent desire to present itself as a modern sports hub underlines its efforts to prove itself as a legitimate and fully fledged member of the international community, capable of competing with its peers on an international playing field.20 If viewed in postcolonial terms, just as the works of Chinua Achebe, Frantz Fanon and Ngugi’wa Thiong’o drew the attention of the literary world to the capabilities of the long-ignored African voice in the mid-twentieth century, sport was Qatar’s medium of choice. As noted by Luis Silva, the staging of a Muhammed Ali fight in 1971, the exhibition match between Pele’s Santos and Al-Ahli in 1973 and the hosting of the fourth Gulf Cup in 1976 reflected the emirate’s use of sporting events and personalities to announce itself on the world stage as an independent, sovereign nation. Qatar’s hosting of the World Cup has the capacity to reflect the capabilities of a region long overlooked. It is important to note that ‘competing’ in this context does not necessarily mean that Qatar has to progress deep into the latter stages of the World Cup itself in 2022. For a country of its size, its ability to win the rights to and then subsequently host the tournament will be a victory in itself. This argument is echoed by CM Hall when he says that ‘the ability to attract events is often regarded as a performance indicator in its own right of the capacity of the city or region to compete’.21

Reconfiguring Qatar

That Qatar and its World Cup can be read as a synecdoche for the potential of the greater Arab world has been suggested on many occasions since the beginning of the bidding process. In a multitude of speeches and presentations advocating Qatar’s suitability to host the finals, phrases such as ‘Middle Eastern World Cup’ and ‘Arab World Cup’ have been mentioned with similar frequency to ‘Qatar’s World Cup’. However, it is important to state that this does not infer an absolute homogeneity between Qatar and its GCC neighbours. One of the central arguments of this paper is that the emirate is using the World Cup to assert what Matthew Gray describes as a desire to show ‘that Qatar is different from other Gulf states, not to mention Arab states’.22 Such difference centres on the wish to be seen as a country ‘responding to globalization actively and creatively, and reconfiguring Qatar socially . . . to benefit from change’.23

The World Cup as Bhabha’s ‘Third Space’

The nature of this reconfiguration is a significant point of discussion. A longstanding concern within Qatari society, one that its National Vision 2030 project seeks to address, is the preservation of a unique Qatari identity. The pillar dedicated to fulfilling this aim is to ensure that Qatari identity is not subsumed by globalization as much it is by other Arab nations. Theorists could make a case
for saying that a national identity that embraces external values linked to the Cultural West is an example of postcolonial hybridity, one created within what Homi Bhabha describes as the ‘Third Space of enunciation’. This view becomes more workable as a theoretical framework if the World Cup were viewed as a potential ‘Third Space’, a zone that Bhabha saw as marked by contradiction between colonizer and the colonized that enables a sense of the difference between cultures while also allowing aspects of hybridity. This latter idea gains traction when soccer is examined in terms of the sport’s colonial past. Originally a method of inculcating within indigenous populations what were deemed to be the ‘civilized qualities’ of European society, soccer, in particular, remains a cultural artefact where the impact of the Old World on the New is still apparent. As Tomlinson and Sugden state, ‘although some of the names might have changed, the shape and ethnic contents of the new nation-states that affiliated with FIFA were the same as those imposed by the old colonial powers a century earlier’. This becomes ever more evident in tournament soccer where once-colonizer often meets once-colonized. In such instances, matches are used by some observers to highlight the commonality between nations and by others to insist upon an intrinsic difference. Most notable examples in past World Cups include France versus Senegal in Japan/South Korea 2002 and Republic of Ireland versus England in Italia 1990. A concern, however, for theorists whenever the controversial topic of hybridity is put to work is that acceptance of its existence in a postcolonial context often results in the colonial hierarchies of yesteryear being re-enacted. I argue that Qatar manages this concern within this ‘Third Space’ by attempting to coexist with global values, rather than surrendering to them. More clearly stated, rather than imposing an alien social framework upon its society and forcing its people to adapt, Qatar has sought to reconfigure and reform areas of its society in a manner that works within the traditions and practices of the Arab and Muslim world instead of altering them. The consequences of such a strategy not only ensure that the changes brought about by the 2022 World Cup will leave a lasting legacy for the residents of Qatar but also enable the emirate to reiterate the uniqueness of its society by demonstrating its capacity to enact global norms of behaviour within a Qatari context.

The World Cup as a catalyst for change

The most tangible example of such reconfiguration is in relation to the treatment of migrant workers. An investigation by the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) in 2013 prompted global outrage when it claimed that thousands of labourers from countries such as India, Bangladesh and Nepal were being forced to adhere to the kafala system of employment in order to build Qatar’s World Cup infrastructure. The kafala system is a sponsorship mechanism in which unskilled labourers are sponsored by their employers to ensure their work visa remains valid. A longstanding practice in the Gulf region, it was originally intended as a means for a government to delegate the duty of care for an economic migrant to a private company or individual. However, it also has the potential to enable the abuse of those working within such a system. Although retracted a few weeks after its publication, the ITUC report, replete with reports of labourers working and living in infernal conditions, receiving minimal or no wages, and being prevented from returning to their home countries, quickly garnered the attention of Western media outlets.

Qatar’s labour landscape

In response to a cacophony of calls from human rights watchdogs such as the International Labour Organization (ILO), ITUC and Amnesty International, Qatar began to reform its kafala system in December 2016. In the months that followed, a wide-ranging number of labour reform initiatives began to be implemented into law. These have included a minimum wage for all workers, electronic wage transfer systems and the creation of a government authority to issue residency permits and work visas, as well as oversee work contracts. These, and a bevy of other programmes relating to health, training and education, led the ITUC General Secretary, Sharan Burrows, one of Qatar's
most strident critics, to recently laud the emirate as a role model for its neighbours in the region to imitate.27 Other indicators of this ‘willingness’ to adapt are suggested by the establishment of an ILO project office in Doha to oversee the implementation of wide-ranging changes relating to labour rights and working conditions in Qatar.28 To explain what is occurring in Qatar, on a deeper level, we must revert to Brannagan and Giulanotti once more: ‘we see how global sporting forms act as vehicles for nation-state to construct or reshape specific brand identities and achieve certain foreign policy objectives’.29 Rather than ignoring the problem as several of its regional partners continue to do, Qatar has begun to open channels of communication to address the issues raised by key transnational human rights actors in a manner that mirrors that of the liberal democracies of the West. There is much work still left to be done to ensure the ongoing protection of migrant workers in Qatar, a point admitted by the Secretary General of the Supreme Council for Delivery and Legacy, Hassan Al-Thawadi, in an interview with The New York Times in October 2017.30 However, as these alterations to Qatar’s labour landscape continue, it will represent a significant marker on the path towards restructuring the nation’s identity on an international platform.

The development of women’s sport in Qatar

The years that followed the declaration of Qatar’s victory have also seen a number of significant changes occur in the area of women’s sports in the Gulf state. Historically limited by what Knez et al. describe as ‘religious and patriarchal constraint’31 that Qatar was to be the host of the 2022 World Cup immediately resulted in an increased visibility in soccer across all levels, including the state of, or more accurately put, the paucity of the women’s game in the emirate.32 However, given the foundation of a women’s national team in 2010 and domestic soccer league in 2012, there is much evidence to suggest that the World Cup has acted as a catalyst towards gender, in addition to migrant labour, reforms. While Qatar is not unique amongst other Arab nations in establishing a women’s national team and league, what does distinguish the emirate is how the athletes concerned have been endorsed by the royal family and embraced by the Qatari media. This is significant given that the physical body in sport is the source of the spectacle and the unremitting focus of the spectator; and sports clothing that is frequently tight or revealing has the potential to contravene traditional Islamic customs related to modesty and reputation. Yet royal endorsement, such as that offered to the Qatar Women’s Sports Committee by HH Sheikha Mozah Bint Nasser, ensures that those who take part in the sporting activity are not cast as women wilfully disregarding social norms.33 Coverage in the local television and newspaper press has also been very positive in tone. Rather than portraying the players as encroaching upon what has traditionally always been a masculine space, the focus has instead been on other matters more important to the players. These include the benefits of sporting activity to the athlete, the support they have gotten from their families, their successes whilst adhering to the instruction of their faith and how they use their experiences in sport to teach their own children’s key values, such as the importance of teamwork. The significance of this portrayal is that it demonstrates that these women can be athletes who at once uphold cultural and religious codes of behaviour and benefit the wider society. This historic cultural shift, whose inception I suggest began with the awarding of the men’s World Cup in 2010, has quickly spread from soccer to other sports to reveal the signs of a lasting legacy for women’s sport in Qatar in the wake of the tournament. Tangible indicators of this rapidly changing mindset abound. On a social level, these include the Supreme Committee announcement that the Education City World Cup stadium was to be the permanent home for the women’s national team, the ‘Hey’ Ya Arab Women in Sport’ photo exhibition aimed at encouraging Qatari girls to take an active interest in sport and the provision of female-only spaces throughout the country for women to exercise.34 These developments are complemented by a multitude of articles in the local media such as profile pieces of female athletes, published interviews emphasizing the importance of women’s sports with Lolwa Al Marri, Chairperson of the Qatar Women’s Sports Committee (QWSC) and televised coverage of
women’s domestic soccer games. As is the case with the treatment of migrant workers, there is still much to be done for Qatar to establish itself as a centre of excellence for sportswomen. The reality is that prior to the announcement of the World Cup’s arrival, sport for women in Qatar was still something to be aspired to rather than actually engaged in on a regular basis. However, a sea change has begun. London 2012 saw Qatari sportswomen for the first time as the emirate sent three athletes to compete in shooting, swimming and sprinting events. At the most recent Asian Games in Jakarta in 2018, the number was 40. Unlike other Arab states, to be female and to be an athlete in Qatar is no longer as significant a cultural taboo as it once was.

Local rivalries

Qatar’s persistent desire to emphasize a distinct identity from their GCC neighbours has taken a heightened significance since June 2017 when simmering tensions between the emirate and a Saudi-led bloc, including also Bahrain, Egypt and the UAE, escalated into a full land, sea and air blockade. It is an oversimplification to suggest that the World Cup was the sole reason for the worsening of relations between Qatar and its neighbours. However, there is little doubt that the potential for the prestige that the tournament will allow Qatar has contributed to the increase in tension between the rivalling factions. Qatar’s relationship with Saudi Arabia has historically been a tempestuous one. Due in part to feudal claims by the House of Saud as well as the importance of transnational tribal ties in the Gulf, Qatar has been at times viewed as a pseudo-vassal state by its larger neighbour to the west. However in hosting the World Cup, as David Roberts states, the emirate ‘is asserting both its right and also it legitimacy to act as a traditional state, a small point but nevertheless worth making against Qatar’s backdrop of overarching Saudi power’. For many observers, the June 2017 blockade was an effort to force Qatar back into the thrall of Saudi hegemony, and on several occasions, relinquishing or at least sharing the 2022 World Cup has been mooted as a potential bargaining chip that could help lead to its resolution. Yet the return for Qatar in hosting the World Cup has the promise to be enormous in terms of establishing a national identity unique from its GCC neighbours. Not only will it place Doha on the global map in such a fashion that it threatens to overshadow the traditional capitals of the Middle East, it will also defy previous conceptions of the Arab world to present a society that is open, tolerant and progressive. In order to achieve this status, Qatar has made (and continues to make) changes that other Arab nations have not (or will not).

The World Cup as cultural heritage

As a nation becoming increasingly more estranged from its regional partners, both politically and it would appear to some extent in terms of its social practices, I argue that the World Cup becomes ever more important for Qatar. Evidenced by the ongoing changes related to the treatment of migrant workers and the evolution of women’s sport in the country, it offers the opportunity to create a cultural heritage that will consolidate this unique identity. Drawing from the work of Jan Assmann and John Czaplicka, I suggest that the power of this cultural heritage has the potential to act as a mechanism for lasting change in Qatari society. According to Assmann and Czaplicka, engrained within the hosting of a World Cup is not just what the communal remembrance of an event, occurrence or incident. Also contained is the memory of the communal response to such an event, one that acts as ‘a kind of identificatory determination in a positive (“We are this”) or in a negative (“That’s our opposite”) sense’. More clearly, stated, such a memory also acts as a behavioural guide, one that dictates the appropriate action or response to any future reoccurrence of such a stimuli or event. It moves beyond the ‘forming function’ to the ‘function of providing rules of conduct’ that can shape future responses. The forthcoming World Cup I suggest is an example of such an event that is capable of generating a cultural heritage. It has prompted an unprecedented change in Qatari society. Issues relating to the kafala sponsorship system and women in sport that
were significant up until the early part of the twenty-first century have experienced rapid change since it was announced that Qatar was to host the World Cup, and such changes are now becoming the norm in the Gulf state and will be extremely difficult to retract. Because of the transnational values and practices that Qatar has adopted in preparation for the tournament, there is the possibility of a lasting legacy beyond 2022 that may not have occurred.

The rationale for Qatar wanting to host the World Cup thus becomes somewhat more understandable. Its aims are multi-fold. Qatar wants to challenge the substance of the stereotypes associated with Arab society. It seeks to announce itself as a legitimate member of the global community, one whose values and social norms strongly resemble those practised in the liberal democracies of the West. It also aims to emphasize that while Qatar is part of a greater Arab and Muslim community, it also has its own specific national identity. While it is likely, given the Gulf state’s incredible wealth, that a pro-active branding strategy and burgeoning political influence would allow Qatar to achieve these aims anyway in time, hosting the World Cup provides the opportunity to expedite this process dramatically.

**Qatar in the court of public opinion**

For the Gulf state however, hosting the World Cup was intended to be what Jonathan Grix and Donna Lee describe as a ‘performative political practise’ which would provide Qatar the opportunity to ‘attract’ other countries by projecting a carefully crafted international image of an open-minded, modern society which was also both Muslim and Arab.\(^44\) Although Qatar won the voting process to host the 2022 World Cup, this was a process which occurred behind the closed doors of FIFA’s political community. Upon being announced as the victor by FIFA however, Qatar’s bid, its intricacies and the repercussions that would follow became firmly fixed in the court of public opinion. What has occurred since the announcement in Zurich was what Brannagan and Giulianotti have described as ‘soft disempowerment’.\(^45\) According to Brannagan and Giulianotti, this can often occur when a nation seeks to create and disseminate a new image to a global audience and their social inequalities or failings are subsequently judged in the court of public opinion.

**Qatar and soft disempowerment**

Qatar’s World Cup is perhaps one of the most stunning examples of how ‘soft disempowerment’, or public opinion, can work against a country as claims of corruption and unethical work practices mounted.\(^46\) *The Ugly Game*, written by Heidi Blake and Jonathan Calvert and published in 2015, goes to great lengths to disclose the efforts that took place in the years and months leading up to, as well as during, the voting stages of the bidding process for the 2022 World Cup. As Blake and Calvert repeatedly suggest in their text, the Qatari bid frequently went beyond the world of FIFA and its members to take advantage of the closeness between the Qatari government and the Bid Committee, to use state visits and capital investment projects to generate goodwill towards the emirate in the run-up towards World Cup voting process. These claims by Blake and Calvert would find traction in a multitude of other media. In addition to the suspicion raised by state visits to Vladimir Putin in Russia, journalists from a variety of outlets across the globe would allege that former French president Nicolas Sarkozy played an integral role in securing a vote for the Qatari bid from the then UEFA president, Michel Platini. Such accord was reached, according to Matt Spiro, by the emirate’s agreement to invest heavily in the French domestic league and to rescue Paris Saint-Germain, a club beleaguered at the time by financial woes.\(^47\) Concerns of a similar nature would also be raised as to how the Gulf state used its natural resources as a carrot to influence third parties to favour their bid. Reports in the *Telegraph* in 2014 alleged that a deal signed by QatarGas to supply Thailand with two million tonnes of liquefied natural gas had influenced the Thai Football Association’s vote.\(^48\) Such claims would be repeated by Nick Harris in the *Mail on Sunday* asserted almost a year later with Paraguay allegedly the focus of Qatar’s interest.\(^49\)
Determining the truth as to whether Qatar used fair means or foul to win the hosting rights for the 2022 World Cup lays beyond the scope of this article. Both the Bid Committee and the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy have always flatly denied any allegations of wrongdoing in their bid campaign, the most recent being accusations of a ‘Black Ops’ campaign to smear the American bid, insisting that they adhered to the stated FIFA Guidelines for the Bidding Process at all times. The Garcia Report finally published in 2017 did question the methods used by several of the bidding nations for the 2018 and 2022 World Cups. Yet, as noted by Marissa Payne in *The Washington Post* on the 27 June 2017, ‘despite the salaciousness of some of the investigation’s details, nothing in the report is so revelatory that would lead to either Russia or Qatar being stripped of the World Cup.’ All accusations made against Qatar have yet to be proven, but the allegations that the emirate used a combination of ‘regional loyalties, football politics and alliances’ to fulfil its goal of winning the right to host the World Cup continue to linger. The soft disempowerment brought about by such allegations has arguably seen the Gulf state lose as much as it has gained in terms of international prestige and credibility. Attempting to correct this imbalance was, and remains, a constant challenge for Qatar in its effort to make the nation’s global image as attractive as possible. A central part of this process is the effort to use the World Cup to address these criticisms and demonstrate that unlike its regional partners, Qatar can coexist with the values and behavioural norms of the Cultural West.

**Conclusion**

As such, Qatar has come to realize since the announcement of its victory in Zurich almost a decade ago, this particular entrance onto the world stage does not come without its own pitfalls. FIFA’s World Cup brings with it a uniquely transnational space, one that is intrinsically associated with the universal values of ‘integrity, ethics and fair play’ that FIFA insists the game of soccer is built on. Having won the rights to host the tournament, Qatar now has to ensure it is seen to be adhering to these values so that the national identity it seeks to project is accepted by the international community. This will not be an easy task given that in the aftermath of Russia 2018, Qatar is firmly under the microscope of public scrutiny. In awarding the latter the finals, FIFA has finally acknowledged a region that has long been neglected by global sport. In doing so, it is allowing Qatar the chance to assert an identity for both itself and the Arab world that is devoid of the Orientalism so often used to describe the region. The idea of a Middle Eastern World Cup, an Arab World Cup and a Muslim World Cup cements FIFA’s aim to finally globalize the game of soccer and is truly historic. For its part however, Qatar has to demonstrate that the image it presents to the rest of the world as an open, tolerant and fair society is genuine. The reform of the kafala system, improved conditions for migrant workers and the increased participation of women in Qatari sport go some way to achieving this aim and create an equally historic legacy for both the Gulf state and the World Cup tournament itself. Although there is much row left to hoe, it does go some way to support the views of Hassan Al-Thawadi who has described the World Cup as ‘an opportunity to be a catalyst for positive change’ (*New York Times*, 9 October 2017). The challenge is to implement these changes without sacrificing what Matthew Gray describes its ‘sense of “Qatari-ness”’. If it does so, the World Cup will not just be another significant moment in the history of soccer in the years to come. It will also have long-lasting social and cultural implications for the people of Qatar and their wish to declare a national identity to the world that is unique amidst a wider mosaic of Muslim and Arab identities.

**Notes**
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